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Foreword: When the XM Generator is used in ‘contact’ mode, the rotary dial can be
used as an ‘Intensity’ control if you select the ‘Amplitude” mode on the XM first, before
starting the Spooky2 frequency program. Run the program and have full control of the
output voltage with the rotary dial.

Using the Spooky XM DDS Generator in Manual Mode
The design of the second generation XM DDS Generator has been a very succesful
development. Not only are arbitruary waveforms possible but there are 2 channels with
higher voltage outputs. While the first generation UDB1108S devices produced excellent
output waveforms, an external amplifier was required to do any serious ‘contact’
treatment.
The DDS SS2 amplifier was developed for that purpose but it also produced biphasic
waveforms, similar to very successful Rife machines, meaning that output power was on
all the time, but that there was a phase reversal every half-cycle, but at twice the voltage
when compared to a ground-referenced waveform. See attached sketch at end.
While the standard output of the XM Generator cannot produce biphasic waveforms, the
fact that it has 2 channels, allows this functionality and it is implemented in the Spooky2
software with its ‘Inverse+Sync’ function. When the contact leads are connected on each
channel’s active output (Red lead of each channel), true biphasic waveforms are
generated provided that both channels are outputting similar waveforms (i.e. square
waves, sine waves) of the same amplitude and frequency.
The beauty of the XM DDS Generator, is that you can use it as a stand-alone DDS
generator to perform simple tasks without requiring a laptop computer. Example, as a
Bob Beck Blood Electrification device, a Hulda Clark Zapper and a Colloidal Silver
Maker (this last one stills needs to be tested). Also, it is practical if one frequency at a
time is generated like 1744Hz which is used to reduce non-cancerous tumors.
Setting up the XM DDS Generator for Biphasic Waveforms in Manual Mode:
The same waveforms as the ‘Inverse+Sync’ can be generated in Manual mode as follows:
Plug in the power adapter and switch on the XM generator. The important controls are
the 5 push-button switches (F1-F5) on the right-hand side of the display. Use F1 to
‘Return’ to the previous menu screen and F5 to step forward to the ‘Next’ screen. Make
sure that ‘Info’ is displayed next to the F1 switch, otherwise press F1 as many times as
necessary to return to the ‘Info’ screen (Home) position.
Plug in both ‘Output’ cables and make sure that the Red leads don’t touch together, nor
touch the Black leads. The Black clips can be clipped together and covered over by the
plastic clip covers.

Now press F4 (CH2) , then press F5 (Next) twice to advance to the (Sync) displayed at
F3. Press F3 (Sync).

Now select Trace Mode by pressing F2 (T.F.) Trace Frequency and press F3 (T.A.) Trace
Amplitude. See ‘Trace mode: F.A’ in the center of the screen for both selections.

Press F1 several times to return to ‘Info’. Now select the Channel 1 parameters.
Press F2 (CH1) and select waveform, press F2 (Wave) then square wave F3 (Squart).
Do the same for Channel 2: Press F2 (CH2), then F3 (Squart) waveform.
Now press F5 4x times to select ‘Phase’. Press F3 (180). This makes sure that Channel 2
is in exact opposite phase (polarity) as Channel 1, but it will ‘Track’ Channel 1.

Set the desired Frequency and Amplitude:
Return ‘Home’ to ‘Info’ screen, press F1 as required. Now select Frequency and
Amplitude on Channel 1 only.
Press F2 (CH1), then F3 (Frequency) and adjust the frequency using the rotary dial and
the Left and Right Arrows below the dial next to the ‘OK’ button.
Press F4 (Ampl) and adjust to the desired amplitude voltage (start at 10V max for
‘Contact’ treatment).
Check: Channel 2 should be at the frequency selected for Channel 1 and the amplitude
voltage should be the same as well. Rotate the dial and watch the voltages ‘Track’
together at CH1 and CH2. Return to the desired voltage.
The Output Settings:
Frequency=1000Hz Square Wave at 10V Amplitude and 50% Duty Cycle.
Return to ‘Home’ F1 and turn both channels ON by pressing the ‘OK’ button.

Frequency=1000Hz Square Wave at 6V Amplitude.
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While Rife frequencies kill specific pathogens, passing a microampere current through
tissue/blood also has beneficial healing effects and can also kill pathogens.
Researcher Bob Beck designed a Blood Purifier or Blood Electrification device that is set
to 4Hz and passes a microamp current through the wrist to kill pathogens in the blood and
to ‘unstick’ clogged red blood cells. This helps increase the oxygen carrying capabilites
of the red blood cells through the body and keeps the blood clean and healthy.
The blood does one complete cycle flow through the body every 7 minutes, therefore a 21
minute session purifies the blood 3 times.
This should also be the preferred method to clean the blood for someone who has heart
problems, because the microamp currents are restricted to the wrist and do not flow
through the center core of the body as when using handheld contacts in each hand.

Set Frequency=4Hz and apply the ‘saline wetted’ wrist contacts as shown in the photo.

The contacts are 1 ½-2” stainless steel cotter pins about 1/8” in diameter. Break or round
off all sharp points with a file or grinder. Strip the 18ga. speaker wire about 1 ½” and
double loop it through the cotter pin hole, twist is tightly and slip on a heat-shrink tubing,
just at the wire end, and shrink in place (no soldering necessary). Cover the pin with a
cotton material and wrap it with thread around the cotter pin.

A stretchy velcro strap is used, slipped through a larger piece of 1” heatsink tubing to
prevent the strap from getting damp and creating current leaks across the strap.

Similarly, a Hulda Clark Zapper-type treatment can be performed by setting the Offset to
100% and using the Amplitude adjust by the dial. In this case, the waveform is
‘Unipolar’ and only Channel 1 is used, no ‘Tracking’ is necessary on Channel 2. There is
no DC Offset adjustment but the XM generator gives clean square waves without
negative spikes at the lower Clark frequencies used. There is also no waveform
distortion or rounding off with the XM generator as in the Clark Zappers.
Another very beneficial healing treatment is DC microampere current applied between
contacts. In this case, set the Frequency Range to uHz instead of mHz and set the
Frequency to 0.0166Hz to produce a DC signal that reverses polarity every 30 seconds.
Adjust Amplitude as above. At this slow rate, the microcurrent is basically DC.
Next test will be a ‘Colloidal Silver Maker’ using both Channels 1&2 in Biphasic mode
at 20V with 6 seconds ON and 6 seconds OFF time to keep electrodes clean from
buildup. Frequency=0.083Hz. (Suggested by another enthusiast researcher Pascal H).
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